
T-CAT
OPERATIONALIZATIONS



ISSUE PROFILING THROUGH HASHTAGS

� Broad hashtags - topical collections
� Capture and describe the substance of an issue at a 

given moment 
� Identify actors and capture their issue labor as labor 

in the media. For example, most active actors.
� Authority-making (links, retweets)
� Comparative or longitudinal analysis



here

http://climaps.eu/#!/map/profiling-adaptation-and-its-place-in-climate-change-debates-with-twitter-i
http://climaps.eu/#!/map/profiling-adaptation-and-its-place-in-climate-change-debates-with-twitter-i


 RISE AND FALL

� The rise and falls of themes, issues, ideas through 
a dataset when it is studied over time, using 
engagement metrics.





EMERGENCE AND ASSOCIATION
● Co-hashtags analysis
● Identify emerging issues (from broad to specific)
● Thematic Issue-networks
● From hashtags to actors and issues





LIST-MAKING

Extract a list of actors, hyperlinks, accounts to be 
studied elsewhere.



overview



VISUALIZING AN ACCOUNT
Timeline (following a specific elements)

Rhythms and frequency





NETVIZZ
OPERATIONALIZATIONS



NETVIZZ OPERATIONALIZATIONS

� Evolution through time (type of content, 
engagement)

� Words in comments (see most recurrent)
� Most engaged with content
� Network of pages



MOST ENGAGED WITH CONTENT



Most-engaged-with content on Facebook by Dutch-based Somali Diaspora, January–June 2014 



Most-engaged-with content on Facebook by US-based Somali Diaspora, January–June 2014 



NETWORK OF PAGES

Network of pages connected through the likes between 
them



NETWORK OF PAGES



YTDT
OPERATIONALIZATIONS



YOUTUBE  ANALYSIS

� Modules focused on different sections and 
entities of the platform: video, lists, channels

� Study practices and YT algorithm logics



YOUTUBE AND HIERARCHIES

� Hierarchies exist with respect to the 
representation of the topic. Since they are chosen 
by users, it is possible to see how a topic is  
treated.

� Using the “Video List” module, it is possible to 
collect all the description of videos related to a 
specific query



YouTube and hierarchies

Hierarchies exist with respect to the representation of 
illness and each conditions organizes a different world of 
concerns, actors, and hopes.

Question 1: When one searches for videos about  illness 
in YouTube, what conditions are most represented and 
what worlds do they “organize”?

Object 1.  1000 YouTube videos captures using the 
queries “Cancer” and “My illness” and their associated 
metadata. Capture the most salient and then profile 
them.





YOUTUBE CHANNELS ANALYSIS

� Channel analysis through “Channel Info” module
� Analyze the relation of channel updates and video 

variables (e.g. video lenght) with subscribers 
engagement to define channel rhythm



Life channels

Illness is a biographical disruption

Questions 2: Can disruption be captured and visualized by analyzing 
the continuous documentation produced by an individual that 
becomes sick?

Object 1:  Internet Killed Television (2010-) is a web series hosted by 
Charles Trippy and formerly featuring Allison Speed. The video blog 
follows daily events. Some of the events which were documented in 
these video blogs included his courtship, marriage, illness and 
divorce.

Charles is diagnose with brain tumor on 2012.

We visualized the 2420 videos that make up his life and trace how 
illness episodes disrupt the rhythms of the channel.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_series
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_blog




THE EVOLUTION OF THE COMMENT SECTION

� Comment analysis using the “Video Info and 
Comments” module

� Understand which keywords are used over time



The evolution of the comment section

The words reveal the discuss

Questions 3: Which keywords do commenters employ while 
debating about medical Cannabis? Could these words reveal 
some trends?

Object 3:  Stone Kids is a video published by the digital 
magazine Vice. The video talks the story of Mykayla, an 
eight-year-old girl leukemia patient who takes massive 
amounts of Cannabis to treat her illness. The video has 
accumulated 4,5 millions of views and 11,000 comments since 
it was published. This video is the most comment video when 
we search for the queries “Marijuana Benefits”.

We analyse the 908 comments and organized the keywords in 
the way to understand when and how many times these 
words was used by commenters.



The evolution of the comment section



Keywords Cluster

○ Legal (Legal, Illegal, Government, Legalize)
○ Pain (Pain, Suffering, Illness)
○ Medical Terms (Drug, Drugs, Epilepsy, Cancer, Prescription, THC, CBD, Medical, 

Medicine)
○ Cannabis Language (Marijuana, Weed, Cannabis, Smoke, Hemp, Stoner)
○ Childhood (Child, Children, Kids, Pediatric)
○ Concerns (Alcohol, Propaganda, Dangerous)

The evolution of the comment section



VIDEO NETWORKING

� “Video network” module to analyse a video 
relations with “next up” correlations.

� Define algorithm drifts in relation with users 
choices





Nodes: COP21 top 50 most 
viewed
Color: Communities
Edges: “related to”

‘COP21’ top 50 most 
VIEWED 

linked by “next up” 
(coloured by community)

Koko the gorilla is the voice 
of Nature at COP21 

by Noe NGO

‘COP21’ top 50 most 
RELEVANT 

linked by “next up” 
(coloured by community)



KOKO’S UNIVERSE
linked by “next up” 

(coloured by community)


